
Cybercriminals Rely on DNS
Cybercriminals quickly switch between domains, IPs and hosting infrastructure to avoid detection; all of these changes have a 

DNS record associated with them - thereby leaving footprints. Security teams need to analyze historic DNS records to gain a 

global picture of how domains and IPs were used - or are currently in use - by cybercriminals. With this added visibility, security 

teams will detect global patterns of malicious activity, understand cybercriminal strategy and take a proactive role in blocking 

future attacks. 

DNSDB® Uncovers DNS Footprints
Farsight Security’s DNSDB is the world’s largest database of DNS resolution and change data. Started in 2010 and updated in real-

time, DNSDB provides the most comprehensive history of domains and IP addresses worldwide. 

This DNS data is observed and collected through our global sensor array. We verify the DNS transactions before updating them 

into DNSDB, along with ICANN-sponsored zone file access download data. 

The end result is the highest-quality and most comprehensive DNS intelligence data service of its kind.

DNSDB 2.0: A Must-Have Tool for Today’s Security Teams

Perform fact-based risk assessments of domain names and IP addresses associated with known bad actors.

Search using natural language keywords or wildcards. (REGEX/GLOB)

Discover associations among threat actors and track / block their activity.

Reveal the IPs an adversary is using to conceal malicious activity and avoid takedowns.

Conduct third-party audits of DNS configurations.

DNSDB® 2.0
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“Whether the starting point of a customer’s investigation is a suspicious domain name in an 
email address, an IP address or another Indicator of Compromise (IOC), Farsight DNSDB provides 
actionable information about these artifacts that measurably improves the time to detect and 
respond to the threat. We selected Farsight DSNDB over other passive DNS vendors because it offers 
the largest, most diverse DNS records, with the broadest geographical coverage, and its API is easy 
to use. We pride ourselves for offering the best-in-breed data sources to our customers. Farsight 
DNSDB sets the industry standard for Passive DNS.”

Ofer Padan
VP, Product, CyberInt
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Farsight’s DNSDB is built for ease of use. Chain and pivot capabilities allow security teams to easily swing from one query to 

another. Time fencing, output tailoring and limiting of record types are among the capabilities that enable investigators to access 

the exact results they need. DNSDB® queries can be automated into existing workflows through a RESTful API, web-enabled UI 

and integrations with security incident and event management solutions, security automation solutions and threat intelligence 

platforms.

About Farsight Security
Farsight Security is the world’s largest provider of historic and real-time DNS intelligence 

data. We enable security teams to qualify, enrich and correlate all sources of threat data 

and ultimately save time when it is most critical - during an attack or investigation. Our 

solutions provide enterprise, government and security industry personnel and platforms 

with unmatched global visibility, context and response. Learn more about how we can 

empower your threat platform and security team with Farsight Security DNS intelligence 

solutions.
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